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A new type of smoke grenade that can obscure sensors in the visible and infrared
ranges burns during a test. Credit: US Army

Setting off smoke bombs is more than good fun on the Fourth of July.
The military uses smoke grenades in dangerous situations to provide
cover for people and tanks on the move. But the smoke arms race is on.
Increasingly, sensors can now go beyond the visible range into the
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infrared (IR) region of the spectrum. Today, researchers report
developing a new kind of smoke that obscures both visible and IR
detection.

The researchers will present their work today at the 255th National
Meeting & Exposition of the American Chemical Society (ACS).

"Because of the advancement of sensors beyond the visible region, we
need new, high-performing obscurants in the infrared region," Zach
Zander says. "Each obscurant can absorb or scatter light at a given
frequency. Most of the smokes that we use do well in either the visible
or IR range. The objective of this program is to create what we call a
bispectral obscurant, which works to block visible, as well as infrared
detection."

To build a better puff of smoke, Zander and his colleagues in the Smoke
& Obscurants, Pyrotechnics, and Chemical Biological Filtration
Branches started thinking about using a metal organic framework
(MOF). Other scientists working at his institute, the U.S. Army's
Edgewood Chemical Biological Center, have been studying these stable
porous structures, and were working with one called UiO-66 that was
made up of terephthalic acid, a known visible obscurant.

"The traditional army smoke grenade is made with a toxic material,
called hexachloroethane, but terephthalic acid grenades are emerging as
a safer alternative," says Zander. The rest of UiO-66 consists of large
pores and a zirconium node that researchers proposed could absorb in
the IR range. The question was whether UiO-66 would burn in such a
way as to liberate the terephthalic acid from the framework, creating a
smoke with both an IR-absorbing agent and a visible light obscurant. If
the UiO-66 molecule didn't break apart, the terephthalic acid wouldn't
be free to block the visible light.
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In a proof-of-principle experiment, the researchers packed UiO-66 into
a grenade along with the pyrotechnic agents that generate the burn. They
placed it in a 249-cubic-yard chamber lined with sensors and set off the
smoke grenade.

"We monitored visible and IR wavelengths," Zander says. "We got some
blockage in the visible range, though it wasn't as good as a true
terephthalic acid grenade. We think we can improve our performance by
changing the recipe of the pyrotechnic portion and thereby better
liberate the terephthalic acid from the framework."

In the long term, the researchers plan to continue incorporating
additional obscurants to the smoke, creating a kind of "Swiss army
knife" of smoke grenades. "Ideally, we'd like one smoke device that hits
multiple spectra, rather than multiple devices to hit each spectrum
individually," Zander says. "The reason this is so important to the army
is that you want to minimize the amount of stuff a soldier has to carry.
One grenade is definitely easier to haul than five."

  More information: Title: Novel Synthesis of Bispectral Obscurant
Smoke 

Abstract
Bispectral screening smokes are of interest to the U.S. Army due to the
proliferation of thermal imaging, night vision, and thermal guided
threats. Metal Organic Frameworks (MOFs) are compounds consisting
of metal ions coordinated to organic ligands. This coordination results in
a stable porous structure. It is hypothesized that MOFs can be used to
replace, supplement, or enhance components of pyrotechnic
formulations in order to produce a visible/IR blocking smoke. To date
no work has been done to explore using MOFs in obscuration. The
structural components of MOFs are uniquely suited to smoke production
since MOFs consist of a self-contained pyrotechnic mix, including a fuel
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(metal node) and oxidizer (ligand). UiO-66, a zirconium based MOF
containing terephthalic acid (TA) ligands has been identified as a
potential high performer for this study as it is composed of metal oxides
and organic linkers whose visual obscuration properties are well
characterized. Preliminary studies conducted using UiO-66 as a
replacement for TA in the smoke formulation provided successful
smoke production. It is surmised that functionalization of the MOF may
result in binding to IR producing particles, influence formation of metal
rods in the porous space, and/or decrease agglomeration. UV-Vis
spectroscopy and other analytical aerosol techniques are used to quantify
the obscuring properties of a MOF and composites.
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